METHODS

Calculation of hit similarity
We represented the hit profile of an assay using a binary fingerprint of the chemical activity of all compounds ("1" indicates that the compound is a hit; "0" indicates that compound has been tested, but inactive. Missing value signifies that the compound has not been tested).
To calculate the hit profile similarity between two assays we used the continuous Tanimoto coefficient (Tc) (Willett et al., 1998) 
Where is the total number of compounds tested in both assays, iterates over all compounds, is the promiscuity (ratio of the number of assays where the compound is active and the number of assays where the compound was tested) of the compound at ChemBank database level including 1,640 assays. , are the activity values (1 or 0) of the compound.
Similarity of assay projects by applying EXCERBT
EXtraction of Classified Entities and Relations from Biomedical Texts (EXCERBT) (Mewes et al., 2011 ) is a free-to-use biomedical text-mining system based on all available abstracts from PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/), full-text articles from PubMed Central (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/) and articles in OMIM (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim). As EXCERBT is case-sensitive we searched for different combinations of lower and upper case of keywords available in EXCERBT. For example, for the keyword "Wnt", EXCERBT provides different forms such as "wnt", "WNT" and "Wnt". For "histone deacetylase", the terms "HDAC", "HISTONE DEACETYLASE", "Histone deacetylase", and "Histone Deacetylase" are available. Furthermore, the search result depends on the order of two keywords. For instance, there are four evidences linking "HDAC" and "Wnt" and only two for the search of Wnt" and "HDAC. Thus, we searched every combination of keywords of two projects and selected the search that retrieved the highest number of occurrences.
Manual annotation for projects
Out of the possible GO terms describing the biological activity (i.e molecular activity GO term for target-based assays and biological process GO term for phenotypic assays) measured in a project, we selected the most specific one. We assigned one GO term to those projects measuring single molecular activity or biological process and several GO terms to those projects where several biological processes were measured.
For instance, in the project "Wnt And Lithium Modulators" two biological processes are measured, namely, the modulation of Wnt pathway and of Lithium-mediated signal transduction. Consistently, we assigned two GO terms to this project: "GO:0016055: Wnt receptor signaling pathway" and "GO:0071285 cellular response to lithium ion". In contrast, in the project of "Wnt Inhibitors" only chemical modulators of one biological processes (Wnt pathway) are sought, therefore only one GO term "GO:0016055: Wnt receptor signaling pathway" was assigned to it.
For the annotation of projects using keywords, we selected the most specific keywords (from EXCERBT database) describing the biological activity measured in the projects and assigned them to the projects. Due to the existence of synonyms keywords, normally, more keywords than GO terms are needed for characterizing a project. For instance, "cell growth" and "cellular growth" were the keywords assigned to the project "Bacterial Viability", while only "GO:0016049 cell growth" was assigned to this project.
The number of manual annotation terms for projects is listed in Table S1 . 
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Figure S1
Chemical hit similarity comparison of the assay pairs after application of filter F0 and F1. Hit similarity was calculated by continuous Tc. We randomly chose 10,000 assay pairs and compared the hit similarity after the filter F0 and F1. F0 contains all the initial compounds; F1 includes the compounds that are active in more than one project. 
